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Now it’s better on the
small screen
The investment case for Netflix.
By C H R I S C H E E T H A M

THE
QUICK
TAKE

Netflix offers compelling
growth prospects going forward
despite some post-pandemic
moderation in growth.

Netflix is the clear market
leader in an industry
with significant ongoing
tailwinds.

Chris is an analyst with
11 years of investment
industry experience.

NETFLIX BECAME AN essential part of the
‘lockdown survival toolkit’ globally, and the
pandemic resulted in somewhat of a demand
‘pull forward’ that saw the company add a
record number of subscribers in 2020. The inevitable post-lockdown normalisation of subscriber
additions – about which the market has grown
obsessed – and a general weakness in long
duration stocks has provided us with the opportunity to add to our holding this year. We see Netflix
as the long-term winner in a streaming market
with significant structural tailwinds; and, while we
acknowledge that Netflix’s hyper growth days are
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A best-in-class management team,
unique corporate culture and a history
of innovation and customer focus
has been key to Netflix’s success. We
expect this to continue.

behind us, we view the market’s concern regarding
saturation as misplaced. We review the investment
case below.
EXCELLENT MANAGEMENT TEAM AND
UNIQUE HIGH-PERFORMANCE CULTURE

Most readers will be aware that Netflix is the
global leader in paid on-demand video streaming,
but the company did not just arrive here by chance.
Rather, it has been a more than 20-year journey
of constant innovation and improvement, with
a number of big and bold pivots along the way.
Netflix launched in 1997 as a DVD-by-mail rental
company, only to disrupt itself when it shifted to
a streaming model in 2007, many years before its
now competitors. This was a bold move but one
that has paid off, with streaming emerging as the
winning long-term model for content consumption.
We rate Netflix’s founder-led management team
extremely highly and believe that its unique culture
– one of performance, idea sharing and transparency with limited ’rules’ but within a clear set of
values – sets the company up for continued innovation. Management has set the tone for a company
that is built to win. Its second key strategic shift
was its move to produce its own content in 2013
with the launch of its first Netflix Original (House
of Cards); this raised the quality of the business
and deepened its moat. Figure 1 shows that
Netflix Originals accounted for six out of the 10
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most searched TV shows in 2021, highlighting the
success of this initiative. In more recent years, we
have witnessed pushes into animation and films,
and, most recently, into gaming. Execution has been
exceptional thus far, and Netflix has the potential to
develop into a modern media company leveraging
its IP across multiple consumer touchpoints.
CLEAR MARKET LEADER WITH STRONG
BARRIERS TO ENTRY

Netflix’s ascent and scale has forced traditional
media companies to react, with a string of consolidation including Disney’s acquisition of Fox, the
merger of Viacom and CBS, and the imminent
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For many consumers, the choice of subscription service is what to subscribe to in addition
to Netflix, which, ultimately, wants to be everything to everyone. To this end, it offers an unrivalled selection of internally produced shows and
movies right across the quality spectrum, from The
Crown to Tiger King and everything in between.
Netflix has managed to balance quantity (Figure
3) and quality, with the company receiving the
most Emmy and Oscar nominations in 2021.
Netflix has direct relationships with all its 222
million subscribers, which is unprecedented in the
history of television, where content and channels
traditionally reach end consumers via middlemen
such as DSTV. This combination of leading scale
and customer data enables Netflix to attract the
best talent, produce the most relevant shows, and
leverage this investment across a global consumer
base, in what has become a very powerful virtuous
circle.
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merger of Warner Media and Discovery. All
contenders want to emulate Netflix, but these
competitors face the unenviable task of managing
declines in their legacy TV networks while investing
in a new streaming product, with some being very
late to the party. In our view, Netflix is best placed
to maintain its position as the go-to streaming
platform for the average household that is likely
to subscribe to more than one service (Figure 2).
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Figure 3
NUMBER OF NEW ORIGINAL CONTENT EPISODES PER QUARTER
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Importantly, Netflix can also influence discovery
and has the ability to create hits from unexpected
places. This is both extremely powerful to aspiring
talent, as well as beneficial to its own financials.
Squid Game is a famous recent example of a
massive success seemingly coming out of nowhere.
The series, which was produced in Korea and cost
a small fraction of what it would cost in the United
States, was Netflix’s biggest show of 2021 and has
catapulted previously unknown actors into the
limelight. Netflix has the platform to create global
hits, and creators know this. Further examples are
Cobra Kai, which was an absolute failure before
Netflix picked it up (Figure 4) or Drive to Survive,
which has been a resounding success and resulted
in a significant improvement in Formula 1 ratings
in the United States, an important growth market
that the sport has historically struggled to crack.
The list goes on.
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Netflix has proven that content does travel, with
foreign language shows such as Squid Game,
Money Heist, Narcos and Lupin all being among
their most successful. The company has a significant early lead in producing and procuring non-English content.
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Figure 4

STRONG INDUSTRY TAILWINDS – A BETTER
PRODUCT AT A LOWER PRICE

GOOGLE TRENDS INTEREST FOR COBRA KAI
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The strong surge in popularity of Cobra Kai after being acquired by Netflix this year,
following multiple seasons on YouTube, reflects the power of its distribution scale.

In most countries around the world, Netflix has
significantly more scope to grow its subscriber
base. Per JPMorgan estimates, there will be over
950 million broadband enabled homes outside
of China by 2025. Netflix’s current subscriber base
(Figure 6) represents less than a quarter of this
opportunity.

Figure 5
SHARE OF TOTAL US TV TIME, SEPTEMBER 2021,
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Netflix generates highly recurring, subscription-based revenues and has significant pricing
power as it provides consumers a large value gap,
meaning it provides much more than what it takes.
The company is hyper focused on customer satisfaction and chooses to take price increases only
when it has added more value. As more content has
been added over the years, we believe that there
is substantial pricing power going forward, with
standard plans in South Africa (R159 per month)
and the US ($15.50 per month) costing less than
one fifth of a traditional pay-TV subscription.
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Figure 6

Significant content has been added, from
unscripted reality TV to animation and movies.
The latter initiative is noteworthy; one movie a
week was added in 2021 (at no additional cost),
including big-budget blockbuster originals such
as Red Notice and Don’t Look Up. This represents
substantial value to the consumer.

NETFLIX PENETRATION OF BROADBAND HOMES, 2021
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On-demand viewing is a better customer experience at a lower price than traditional television,
and we see evidence of this around the world,
where consumers are voting with their feet. We
expect this to continue. In Netflix’s home market
of the United States, traditional pay-TV subscribers
have declined by around 30% since 2013 but still
number almost 70 million, which means that 55%
of US households still choose to pay $90+ per
month for a traditional pay-TV bundle. Staying
in the US, Netflix only accounted for 6% of total
TV time (Figure 5). The above datapoints indicate
that, even in Netflix’s biggest and most mature
market, it still has a fair amount of room to grow
as consumption continues to move online and
on-demand (for everything but sports) and the
traditional pay-TV bundle continues to crumble.
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Netflix’s latest foray is into videogames, where
games will be added at no extra cost. While this
initiative is in its very early stages and is expected
to move slowly, the management team thinks long
term and recognises the increasingly important
role of gaming, especially among younger
consumers. This fits squarely with Netflix’s objective

Source: JPMorgan
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of adding more content to drive engagement, and,
while we don’t explicitly forecast this opportunity, we
believe it is likely to add value over the longer term.
ATTRACTIVE GROWTH PROFILE

Over the past five years, Netflix has grown revenue
and operating profit at a compound annual growth
rate of 27% and 75%, respectively. While we
acknowledge that Netflix will not grow at this pace
going forward, we still expect very healthy growth
based on its position in a large and growing market.
We expect revenue to comfortably grow at a low
to mid-teens rate over our forecast period, driven
by rapid subscriber growth in newer markets and
a balance of reasonable subscriber growth and

substantial pricing power in more mature larger
markets like the US and the UK. Netflix already
spends a whopping $17.5 billion annually on
content, and there is a substantial opportunity
to expand operating margins, as this spend is
leveraged off a growing user base. We have
never before seen a video platform with Netflix’s
scale and direct customer relationships, and we
expect it to at least match the operating margins
enjoyed by channel owners in the traditional
pay-TV market. Putting this all together, we expect
earnings per share growth to be in excess of 20%,
improving cash conversion and rapid de-gearing
over our forecast period, resulting in very attractive
potential annual returns. +

All information and opinions provided are of a general nature and are not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. As a result,
there may be limitations as to the appropriateness of any information given. It is therefore recommended that the reader first obtain the appropriate legal, tax,
investment or other professional advice and formulate an appropriate investment strategy that would suit the risk profile of the reader prior to acting upon such
information and to consider whether any recommendation is appropriate considering the reader’s own objectives and particular needs. Neither Coronation Fund
Managers Limited nor any subsidiary of Coronation Fund Managers Limited (collectively “Coronation”) is acting, purporting to act and nor is it authorised to act
in any way as an adviser. Any opinions, statements or information contained herein may change and are expressed in good faith. Coronation does not undertake
to advise any person if such opinions, statements or information should change or become inaccurate. This document is for information purposes only and does
not constitute or form part of any offer to the public to issue or sell, or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase an investment, nor shall it or the fact
of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with any contract for investment. In the event that specific funds and/or strategies (collectively
“funds”) and/or their performance is mentioned, please refer to the relevant fact sheet in order to obtain all the necessary information regarding that fund (www.
coronation.com). Fund investments should be considered a medium-to long-term investment. The value of investments may go down as well as up, and is therefore not
guaranteed. Past performance is not necessarily an indication of future performance. Funds may be allowed to engage in scrip lending and borrowing. To the extent
that any performance information is provided herein, please note that: Performance is calculated by Coronation for a lump sum investment with distributions, to
the extent applicable, reinvested. Performance figures are quoted gross of management fees after the deduction of certain costs incurred within the particular fund.
Fluctuations or movements in exchange rates may cause the value of any underlying international investment to go down or up. Coronation Fund Managers Limited
is a full member of the Association for Savings and Investment SA (ASISA). Coronation Asset Management (Pty) Ltd (FSP 548), Coronation Investment Management
International (Pty) Ltd (FSP 45646) and Coronation Alternative Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd (FSP 49893) are authorised financial services providers. Coronation
Life Assurance Company Limited is a licenced insurer under the Insurance Act, No.18 of 2017.
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